Protocol

- Rename Chronic Dep. Zone?
- Conflict?

- When address hunting community concerns about wolves?
- Update protocol by end of Jan's meeting
Protocol

Range Riding

- frequency? A standard?
- show producer → Dept. coord.

Include goal of changing wolf, bighorn?
  (not all keeping cattle away from)
  keep adaptive mgmt flexibility?

Amount of DPC? $?
Protocol

1. Goal: Reduce amount of livestock - wolf contact

2. Add more negative stimuli

3. Range rider lessons learned report

4. Capture rider meeting

5. Grad student research project

6. With range rider meeting to justify data
Protocol

- Propose wording by Dec 15?

- Paula - Dave
- Sammy - Dan B.
- Conflict spec. → Ellen
- Jessica?

Send WAG date of 1st mtg.
Protocol

Human Presence concerns

- "Increased" human presence
  - More human presence
    - More (wolf) habituation
    - Define human presence
    - In (vs. range riding)
    - Change/phrase?

= what?

E.g. confined areas clear?
Protocol

- Define scale between range riding vs. human presence
Protocol

Post Recovery

- ID WAG’s role (Future meeting discussion)
- Will the general public have opportunity(s) to give input on elements?
"Elements" Questions

1. Keep each of these?
2. What's missing?
3. For which of these do you (WAG) want to drive the content?
   - VS. -
   Dept. developing content and bringing it back to WAG
Protocol

Chronic Conflict Areas

- Assigning DFW Ring Riser?
- Multi-year Long-term doc. or year by year?
- Public & Private?
- First find out Private what’s causing the chronic deprivations?
- Process rights?
- Assessment process (rapid assessment tool)
Protocol

- Process reqmts? cont.
  - Develop a specific plan before next grazing season (what do differently)
- Require Rng Rider to use GPS on public prop.?  
- Ask Kettles producers their ideas for next season
- Change Dept. lethal removal thresholds?
Protocol

- # of range riders the right #?
- Memorilizing plan, more $ for surveys,
  bolster Rng Rdg?
- Chronic Conflict Zone guidance answers what the
  Dept. does in that situation?
Protocol

1. Immediately after yr 2, land managers, ranchers meet to consider alternatives?
   - Available Chronic area $?
   - Need dialogue w/ ranchers (eg: Kettles) involved
   - What do the outcomes look like?
Protocol

- Use infrared capability?
- Let recent Kettles changes have some time to work?
- Supplemental feed for wolves?
- Opportunity to try new things. "Crazy ideas"
- What if a producer doesn’t do the things asked of them?
Protocol

- Review last 10 yrs of collar data?
- Ask leg. for funding on different ideas?
- Bring in a "master" range rider?
- Put a person on public land (vs. a rang rider)?
- Wolf tourism camping trips? (Human presence)
Protocol

- Sammie participate in meetings w/ producers?
- Dept. shall develop plan in consultation w/ producers considering causation,
- Dept. host a mtg w/ producers bfr grazing season?